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ANIMARE

In “ANIMARE,” beautiful images 
are manipulated by lights and 
shadows. Various silhouettes of 
animals are woven by acrobatic 
hands that breathe life into the 
shadow animals one after another. 
They tell lively, loving stories full 
of humor and create a colorful 
world for children. The charm of 
shadow play lies within the 
magical effects, bringing infinite 
imagination to viewers.

Kaytek the Wizard

Based on the book by Polish 
children’s rights hero Janusz 
Korczak, Kaytek, a mischievous 
boy wizard, discovers he is able  
to perform magic spells and 
change reality. Revolving around 
the notion that power is not 
without responsibility, this story 
speaks to every child's dream of 
asserting their independence and 
shaping the world to their own 
designs.

King Matt the First

What happens when an 8-year-
old boy orphan becomes king? 
Child’s Rights activist Janusz 
Korczak, who also famously ran an 
orphanage in Warsaw, addresses 
the importance of the role of the 
adult to show children how to be. 
Children should have a voice and 
the same rights as adults. Though 
a children’s book, the story takes 
a look at right and wrong, rich and 
poor, those who have power, and 
those who don’t.

SNAP

Poof! Presto! Snap! Playing with 
space, time and the otherworldly, 
this eclectic ensemble of South 
Korean illusionists will boggle 
your mind with their impressive 
powers of prestidigitation Mixing 
dexterous sleight of hand, 
Chaplin-esque vaudevillian 
comedy and ingenious visual 
effects, SNAP conjures a 
marvelous, magical cabaret 
perfect for the whole family. 

Letters Aloud

Letters Aloud has been delighting 
audiences with thought-provoking, 
relevant, hopeful, and humorous 
stories told through correspondence 
of famous and remarkable people 
and read by real voices. Whether 
hilarious or heartfelt, these letters 
showcase humanity’s ability to 
find hope, meaning, and laughter, 
especially when times are tough, 
and are the perfect inspiration and 
antidote for our challenging times.

The Flying Karamazov 
Brothers

Expect the unexpected with THE 
FLYING KARAMAZOV BROTHERS, 
featuring the four self-proclaimed 
eccentric lunatics spicing things 
up with laugh-out-loud comedy, 
wild theatrics, arcane errata, and 
astonishing juggling feats. They 
are not Russian, they are not 
brothers, and they don’t fly but 
they are "as close to a sure thing 
that can be found onstage."

Yellow Bird Chase

A bumbling maintenance crew 
finds a magical yellow bird, and 
the mad chase begins. Racing 
over land, across the sea, and 
through the air, battling pirates 
and monsters, how far will our 
heroes go…without ever leaving 
the storage room? Leap into a 
world of imagination!  Join Liars 
& Believers on an adventure of 
masks, puppets, and gibberish.

BAM Percussion

BAM is the art of comedy-
percussion! From beginning 
to end, the Blue Barrel Show 
electrifies the crowd with 
its powerful rhythms and its 
deliriously funny sketches. BAM 
characters, who look like they 
walked straight out of a mad 
cartoon, speak a unique language; 
BAMspeech, spoken only by them. 
The pulsating energy of BAM is
contagious. For ages 3-103.



GRIMMZ Fairy Tales

Jay and Will Grimmz, the hip-
hop, fable, story dance-pop 
sensations, have come back home 
to the city where they grew up to 
perform some of their greatest 
hits including Snow White and 
the Seven Shawties, Down with 
Rapunzel, Hansel & Gretel: Lost in 
the Streets, and their first Granny-
winning song, Cinderella Remix!  
Pay your bling and hear them 
sing. “A hip-hop revelation for the 
younger generation!”

Journey to Oz

An experiential adaptation  
of the literary classic, inviting 
audiences to go to Oz with 
Dorothy. Become a part of the 
production, by singing, dancing, 
and acting alongside professional 
actors. "Journey to Oz makes us 
fall in love again with the fantasy 
world created by L. Frank Baum." 
–Charlotte Observer

Creative Collision

The next big adventure in 
storytelling: a new collaboration 
between PUSH Physical Theatre 
and the Grammy-winning Ying 
Quartet. This is a creative 
“collision” of classical form and 
compelling motion theatre. PUSH’s 
fusion of acting, acrobatics, 
and dance which resists 
categorization, combined with one 
of the world’s best-loved string 
quartets produce a boundary-
breaking celebration of the 
creative spirit.

Generic Male

A masculinity satire by two well-
meaning fools - arguing, dancing, 
and clinging to the status-quo 
characteristic of men. Hilarious 
hijinks ensue as they examine 
assumptions that go unquestioned 
until they are spoken aloud. It’s 
about fathers and sons, war and 
death, and… James Bond. We 
hope it will empower people to 
speak up and begin to have the 
conversation that our characters 
can’t. Explosive...Athletic...
Physical Theatre!

Dracula

PUSH Physical Theatre's
adaptation of Bram Stoker's
1897 horror novel, Dracula, is
not only an experiment in true
collaboration, but a daring
departure from the company's
usual silent treatment. By
combining speechless artistry with 
traditional dialogue-driven theatre, 
the collaborators have created a 
thrilling and unforgettable ride 
into the warped world of one of 
literature's most famous
villains.

PUSH

Seeing award-winning
PUSH Physical Theatre is
like watching a live action
movie. This talented group
of performers inspires awe
with physical illusions and
gravity defying, dance-infused,
acrobatic high-jinx. It's cool,
it's athletic, it's a perfect
metaphor-in-motion; the
narratives of our lives played
out with hope, strength, and
optimism.

Playing by Air

Traditional theatricality meets 
absurd comedy with a joyful 
fusion of music, juggling, and 
circus. With technical precision 
and skillful teamwork, Playing 
By Air raises the bar on juggling 
choreography as a popular art 
form for the performing arts. 
These award winning performers 
share their sense of playfulness 
with breathtaking feats in a 
production enjoyed equally by 
adults, families and children.

Sunjata Kamalenya

Sunjata Kamafenya (translated; 
Sunjata for Youth) is a completely 
interactive production by the 
Experiential Theater Company. 
Audience members are 
encouraged to participate in this 
production that chronicles the 
struggles of a boy destined to be 
the leader of the Mande' people  
of West Africa. It is the story of  
the true Lion King of Mali.



The Circus

When the big top raises its roof 
and the doors open, you will 
experience the music, cheer, and 
color of the circus.  Meet Budineto 
the lion, Ariadna the tight-rope 
walker, Ursus the weight lifter, 
a clown, a trapeze artist, and of 
course the circus band.  Enjoy 
all the surprises of the circus as 
this marionette puppet theatre 
company takes you on an 
unforgettable journey!

Learning and Forgetting

A family tale about remembering. 
Young Eva is excited to learn new 
words and ideas. Her beloved 
Grandpa forgets his memories 
and words aren’t close at hand 
anymore. But that doesn’t keep 
them from playing in the present 
and creating new stories together. 
This joyful theatrical experience 
for kids explores intergenerational 
love with warmth, laughter & 
puppetry.

Sleeping Beauty Dreams

Sleeping Beauty Dreams, written 
by award-winning playwright, 
Amaranta Leyva, re-imagines 
the famous princess as an 
overprotected daughter looking 
for a way to break free of her 
castle walls in order to search 
for true love and her true self. A 
contemporary look at this classic 
tale, Marionetas de la Esquina’s 
humorous storytelling and 
whimsical puppetry awaken this 
sleeping princess as never before.

Peek-A-Boo!

Peek-a-boo! explores attachment 
and the cognitive concept of 
animate and inanimate objects.  
She and He and a ball, discover 
each other in a space with a 
house. She wants the ball but he 
doesn’t lend it to her, it’s his. But 
suddenly, the ball does want to 
go with her. Whose ball is it? Is it 
mine? Is it yours? Do we share? 
In the play, characters lead this 
simple story designed for babies. 
At the end, babies can participate 
in the set with the actors.

A Celtic Christmas

A Celtic Christmas combines a 
powerful mix of traditional tunes, 
heartfelt ballads and all your 
favourite carols, with red-hot 
rhythms into an unforgettable 
night of storytelling where 
energetic music and dance 
embody the beating heart of the 
festive season.  Immerse yourself 
into a traditional Celtic landscape 
and let the magic of Christmas 
in Ireland transport you into a 
world full of  Irish charm and 
spectacular entertainment.

Eireann

Dazzling feet meet moments
of Irish wit, as the audience
embarks on a journey through
the different elements of Irish
tradition. The music and song
ballads twist and turn through
brilliant choreography, to
tell the story of one of the
world’s most historic nations.
Éireann is the quintessential
Irish tale with an unparalleled
cast of world, All Ireland,
and National Champion Irish
dancers.

TARA

With a fusion of traditional 
Irish dance and contemporary 
choreography, ‘TARA’ has 
transformed this age-old art 
form into a style that is relevant, 
fresh, and magnetic. With each 
performance, ‘TARA’ leaves an 
indelible mark on the dance 
world, proving that Irish dance is 
not confined to the past but is a 
vibrant and evolving expression 
of culture and art. Together, they 
stand as the embodiment of true 
feminine power.

Luminario Ballet

Luminario is a contemporary and 
aerial ballet company that blends 
dance, with the music of rock 
icons and immersive projections.  
The company offers the audience 
a breathtaking, and emotionally 
artistic view of the world.  
"Luminario's courage to go beyond 
the confines of ballet into the lofty 
world of aerial affords them the 
opportunity to experiment with 
unique artistic achievements"  
—ExploreDance.com


